Post History Declaration of Interdependence
Sept. 12, 2011 p.h. (post history)

We, Humans Harmonious In Diversity
With One Another And Our Earth...

Having Emerged From The Labyrinth

of division, fear, judgment, war,
violence, domination, suffering, scarcity, dis-ease, oppression, and deception which has
served as Humanity’s school for remembering that We are free, have now found Our way
forward as fully Human, to the intelligent and conscious root system of the

One

from which ALL Earth inhabitants branch forth with interconnectedness, wholeness, wellbeing, fearless cooperation, and a view to the universe from within.

The new Human species is born. The gifts We bring with Us into the new vibrationally-

based paradigm of planetary awareness are: Self responsibility, Respect for ALL individual
beings, Creativity, and the offering of Redemption to ALL who participated intentionally
and unintentionally in the sustaining of the illusion of the dark halls of separation within
the labyrinth of enslavement.

We decree to ALL that Humanity has graduated from the lower vibration of ego and
personality governance, to the higher vibration of a field of intelligent consciousness of
universal presence, as We take our rightful and ordained place within the galaxy, as a world
civilization at peace. Supported by the universal laws of: Attraction, Deliberate Intent,
Allowance, and Balance, We have a new reality that maintains: There are no more

victims.

Now that Our consent has been withdrawn from the heavy imposition of an
exclusionary and perverted course for Our Human family, and the cosmic crime of
manipulating and obstructing Our evolution has been revealed by the light, We claim Our

SOUL and entire essence,
and We exchange slavery for peace

and celebrate Our natural state of freedom.
Welcome to Our post-historical world.
Welcome Home.
What kind of world do you dream of? What is your heart’s deepest calling? Who are you?

Your Statement of Purpose & Energy Signature
for Home Planet Earth:

